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In engineering applications, diffuser performance is significantly affected by its boundary conditions. In a gas turbine combustion system, the space envelope is limited, the inlet conditions are generated by upstream turbomachinery, and the downstream geometry is complex and in close proximity. Published work discusses the impact of compressor-generated inlet conditions, but little work has been undertaken on designing diffusers to accommodate a complex downstream geometry. This paper considers the design of an annular diffuser in the presence of a large downstream blockage. This is most applicable in the combustion system of a low-emission land-based aero-derivative gas turbine, where immediately downstream of the diffuser approximately 85% of the flow moves outboard and 15% moves inboard to supply the various flame-tube and turbine-cooling features. Several diffuser concepts are numerically developed and demonstrate 1) the interaction between the diffuser and downstream geometry and 2) how this varies with changes in diffuser geometry. A preferred concept is experimentally evaluated on a low-speed facility that simulates the combustion system and provides compressor-generated inlet conditions. A conventionally designed aero-derivative diffuser system is also evaluated and, with reference to this datum, the system total pressure losses are reduced by between 20 and 35%.

Nomenclature

\[ A \quad = \quad \text{passage area} \]
\[ A R \quad = \quad \text{area ratio} \]
\[ B \quad = \quad \text{diffuser exit} \]
\[ C \quad = \quad \text{inner annulus} \]
\[ C p \quad = \quad \text{static pressure rise coefficient} \]
\[ D \quad = \quad \text{combustor exit} \]
\[ D, d \quad = \quad \text{diameter} \]
\[ h \quad = \quad \text{annulus passage height} \]
\[ L \quad = \quad \text{length} \]
\[ m \quad = \quad \text{mass flow rate} \]
\[ N \quad = \quad \text{rotor speed} \]
\[ P, p \quad = \quad \text{local total or static pressure} \]
\[ R, r \quad = \quad \text{radius} \]
\[ T, t \quad = \quad \text{local total or static temperature} \]
\[ T_{01} \quad = \quad \text{total temperature in rig inlet} \]
\[ U \quad = \quad \text{velocity} \]
\[ U_{\text{blade}} \quad = \quad \text{rotor midpassage blade speed} \]
\[ V a \quad = \quad \text{midpassage axial velocity} \]
\[ \gamma \quad = \quad \text{dimensionless wall distance} \]
\[ \alpha \quad = \quad \text{kinetic energy coefficient} \]
\[ \beta \quad = \quad \text{diffuser cant angle} \]
\[ \Delta R \quad = \quad \text{change in radius} \]
\[ \lambda \quad = \quad \text{total pressure loss coefficient} \]
\[ \rho \quad = \quad \text{density} \]
\[ -\quad = \quad \text{area-weighted spatially averaged mean value} \]
\[ -\quad = \quad \text{mass-weighted spatially averaged mean value} \]

Subscripts

\[ A \quad = \quad \text{outlet-guide-vane exit traverse plane} \]
\[ B \quad = \quad \text{diffuser exit traverse plane} \]
\[ C1–3 \quad = \quad \text{inner annulus traverse planes} \]
\[ X0 \quad = \quad \text{rig inlet traverse plane} \]
\[ X1 \quad = \quad \text{rotor inlet traverse plane} \]
\[ Z \quad = \quad \text{rotor exit traverse plane} \]
\[ 1, 2 \quad = \quad \text{arbitrary inlet, outlet stations} \]

I. Introduction

DIFFUSERS are used in a wide variety of engineering applications for converting flow kinetic energy into a static pressure rise. Although a large number of publications exist on characterizing the performance of diffusers, the mechanisms that determine these characteristics are often affected by the engineering environment in which the diffuser has to operate. In the case of a gas turbine engine, for example, annular diffusers can be found within exhaust system volutes, the intermediate ducting connecting different turbomachinery spools and within the combustion system. Such applications are usually characterized by a limited space envelope, inlet conditions that have been generated by upstream turbomachinery, and a complex downstream geometry. Not surprisingly, these effects can have a considerable impact on the diffuser design and its performance.

Within a gas turbine engine the limited space envelope usually means that the diffuser is closely coupled to, and therefore interacts with, the components on either side of it. The importance of inlet conditions on diffuser performance is widely acknowledged, and within a gas turbine these are typically generated by turbomachinery located immediately upstream of the diffuser. Several authors, such as Stevens et al. [1–3], Klein [4,5], Zierer [6], and Barker and Carrotte [7,8], have considered this interaction between the compressor and the conditions it presents to the downstream diffuser. In particular, the annular diffuser can achieve a considerably higher area ratio and pressure recovery with the compressor-generated inlet conditions compared with those generated by a more classical ducted flow. This is due to the increased mixing and flow redistribution associated with the compressor-generated flowfields that pass into the diffuser. Using an integrated design approach Walker et al. [9] tailored the compressor exit conditions to promote secondary flows and thereby enable the downstream diffuser to achieve an even greater area ratio, well above conventional design limits. Additionally, some studies have also considered the potential effect of the diffuser exit conditions on its performance. Even for simple conical diffusers changes in performance are observed between a sudden expansion or when a downstream tail pipe is present [10]. However, for a gas turbine
Within a gas turbine combustion system the annular diffuser reduces the kinetic energy of the flow issuing from the upstream compressor. This reduction in flow kinetic energy, before the flow distributing itself to the various flame tube features, is crucial for maintaining an acceptable pressure loss within the combustion system. For aero applications the diffuser exit condition is typically characterized by a sudden expansion of the flow into a dump cavity. In this region the flow either passes directly into the annular flame tube, via fuel injectors, or undergoes a free-surface expansion to enter the annuli surrounding the flame tube. Hence, although the flow through the combustion system is predominantly in the axial direction, a pressure field is generated to achieve the required flow distribution around the flame tube. Workers such as Fishenden and Stevens [12] and Bailey et al. [13] have shown how evidence of this pressure field can be observed at the diffuser exit, which helps to stabilize the diffuser flow and enable higher area ratios to be achieved. Further evidence of this downstream–upstream interaction is indicated by the more recent work of Walker et al. [14, 15] relating to lean-burn combustion systems. This indicated the changing nature of this interaction due to the changing combustor porosity, in which a much higher portion of the flow passes directly through the fuel injectors and into the flame tube. Consequently, in this case, the diffuser can be subjected to both circumferential and radial variations of the pressure field by the downstream geometry.

This paper is concerned with the design of annular diffusers for applications where space is limited and, in particular, the potential for interaction with a complex downstream geometry is high. To demonstrate this, an annular diffuser for a land-based gas turbine combustion system is considered. As already discussed, for aero-type applications the flow through the combustion system is predominantly axial and the blockage downstream of the diffuser can be relatively modest. Nevertheless, and particularly in the case of lean-burn combustion, the effect of the blockage on diffuser performance can be significant [14, 15]. In contrast, for land-based gas turbines (either aero derivate or purpose-built) the much larger combustor volume dictates that the bulk of the flow moves radially outward downstream of the diffuser (Fig. 2). In addition, the amount of flow that moves outboard may also increase in the future with the employment of low-emission lean-burn technology. A diffuser must therefore be designed to accommodate very different exit conditions (notably, a high downstream blockage) relative to an aero system. In the current study various design concepts are initially investigated using numerical techniques, some of which are then evaluated on a low-speed experimental test facility.

II. Numerical Methodology

The increased numerical resource available to the designer has meant that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is now invaluable to the design process. It is now possible, through the use of techniques such as large eddy simulation, to compute a time-accurate solution that is able to predict the onset of separation, which is a fundamentally unsteady phenomenon. However, such calculations are still computationally expensive and in order to perform several design iterations, within a practical time frame, time-averaged solutions of simplified but representative geometries are currently the only viable option. To accomplish this here the commercial packages Gambit and FLUENT were used to generate the computational model and solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. Although well-established standard RANS CFD techniques were employed it should be noted that care must be taken in the definition of the computational geometry, grid, boundary conditions, and turbulence model. The designer must have an appreciation of the flow physics present and the ability and/or limitations of the modeling techniques to capture this before a successful design can be confidently achieved.

The work presented used a higher-order Reynolds stress turbulence closure, as it is more suited to capturing the effects of curvature that are present in the current geometry. Simple eddy-viscosity models are unable to capture these effects, due to their assumption of isotropic turbulence viscosity in the Boussinesq hypothesis for the Reynolds stresses. Versteeg and Malalasekera [16] report that, although achieving notable success, eddy-viscosity models can be inaccurate in unconfined flows such as far wakes and mixing layers, as the rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy can be much less than the rate of dissipation. Problems are also encountered for flows with large extra strains such as curved boundary layers, diverting passages, and swirling flows, where highly anisotropic turbulence has a dominant effect. Craft and Launder [17] reported that the $k$–$e$ model will overpredict the total pressure losses in impingement regions whereas Bradshaw [18] reported that the model fails to predict the large total pressure losses caused by streamline curvature. Little et al. [19] predicted the flow in a dump diffuser combustion system and suggested that the latter failing leads to an underprediction of system total pressure loss for eddy-viscosity models, although this can be masked by the overprediction of impingement loss. Britchford et al. [20] demonstrated the superiority of the Reynolds stress model over a $k$–$e$ model in capturing the combined effects of strong pressure gradients and streamline curvature in an annular S-shaped duct. Similarly, Walker [21] also showed that a Reynolds stress model gave better agreement with measured data in a dump diffuser combustion system.

In addition to choosing the most applicable turbulence model it is also important to consider the treatment of the near-wall flow. One goal of the current work was to maximize the diffuser exit ratio, but this relied on the ability of the CFD to predict the onset of flow separation. Essentially there are two choices; fully resolve the near-wall region or use a wall function to model it. The former is likely to yield better results, but the need for very fine mesh densities in the near-wall region makes this approach computationally impractical for large three-dimensional geometries. Using a standard wall function is more applicable to a rapid design process but poses some further issues. First, care must be taken when meshing the near-wall regions such that cell sizes result in $y^+$ values for which the
logarithmic law-of-the-wall is valid (i.e., greater than 30–60). Second, since the value of $y^+$ is a function of the near-wall velocity it will tend to zero as the flow approaches separation. Hence, wall functions cannot accurately predict the point at which separation occurs. Further, the onset of separation is fundamentally an unsteady process that time-averaged RANS CFD will not capture. Nevertheless, RANS CFD and wall functions can be used to assess the proximity of separation when the flow prediction is examined with an experienced eye. For example, the imminent onset of separation can be revealed by the near-wall velocities, the shape of the radial velocity profile in the near-wall region and the wall shear stress values. Further, in the current work a datum configuration was computed containing a diffuser that experimental measurements had shown to be fully attached. Using this datum, subsequent configurations were easily classified as better, worse, closer to separation, etc.

Using the above numerical methodology, a variety of calculations were undertaken in which both the annular diffuser and a simplified downstream flame-tube system was included. In this way, the interaction between the downstream geometry and the flow within the annular diffuser was captured. However, modeling of the complete combustion system implies a significant computational overhead and so several models, of varying complexity, were used.

A. Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric Model

The geometry of this model (Fig. 3a) was intended for the rapid assessment of various preliminary diffuser concepts and therefore incorporated a number of simplifications. In terms of diffuser behavior it was assumed that the presence of the flame tube has a dominant effect. However, this effect is mainly influenced by the gross geometry of the flame tube and the associated flowfield distribution around it, rather than local features such as cooling rings, etc. Hence, in the simplified model the flame tube incorporated no porosity and only two outlet conditions. The outlet close to the engine centerline passed approximately 15% of the inlet flow and is broadly representative of the cooling flow that is typically supplied to the inner nozzle guide vane (NGV) platform. On exiting the diffuser the remaining flow (~85%) must pass outboard, along the face of the flame tube, before either passing through the fuel injectors or providing coolant to the NGV outer platform. The summation of this flow passes through the outboard exit. This simplification was thought to maintain a reasonable approximation to the flow distribution in the vicinity of the diffuser exit. Both exit boundary conditions were specified using a zero gradient fixed mass flow condition. The inlet conditions were circumferentially averaged profiles based approximately on the conditions generated by the upstream compressor (see Sec. IV).

B. Full 3-D Model

Several geometries from the preliminary 2-D study were further investigated using a 3-D model (Fig. 3b). In this case, fully three-dimensional inlet conditions were used that were broadly based on the conditions generated by the compressor within the experimental facility. Hence, these inlet conditions included compressor outlet-guide-vane (OGV) wakes and other compressor-generated flowfield features. In this way, the increased mixing and flow redistribution within the annular diffuser, due to the compressor-generated inlet conditions, was captured and therefore included in the design process. Calculations were performed over a sector that corresponded to two OGV passages and this enabled a detailed study of the diffuser flowfield. Alternatively the sector was also extended to include a complete sector of the flame tube that then enabled the flow through a fuel injector to be simulated (Fig. 3c). In this case, three outlet conditions were used to simulate the fuel injector flow (~70%) along with the NGV outboard (~15%) and inboard (~15%) coolant flows.

III. Diffuser Designs

The performance of a diffuser can be assessed in terms of the total pressure loss and static pressure rise between its inlet and outlet planes. However, it is the performance of the complete system that is of prime importance. Hence, this was mainly assessed in terms of the pressure loss coefficient between the inlet and the various outlet planes corresponding to the fuel injector or NGV coolant flows. These changes are presented in terms of the total pressure loss and static pressure rise coefficients derived from the calculated mass-weighted pressures between the various locations, i.e.,

$$\lambda_{1-2} = \frac{\tilde{p}_1 - \tilde{p}_2}{\tilde{p}_1 - \tilde{p}_1} \quad CP_{1-2} = \frac{\tilde{p}_2 - \tilde{p}_1}{\tilde{p}_1 - \tilde{p}_1}$$

where 1 and 2 are the upstream and downstream planes.

It should be noted that mass or momentum mix weighted values could have been used for performance assessment. Basically, the former method means the total loss associated with mixing out of the inlet profile (i.e., OGV wakes, etc.) is included in the combustion system performance, the latter removes the loss component generated if the inlet profile had mixed out at constant momentum. In this paper mass weighting was preferred for several reasons (e.g., the loss associated with the flow issuing from the diffuser is determined by its total kinetic energy, rather than its mixed-out value). However, the magnitude of the mixing loss associated with the inlet profile is small relative to the overall combustion system loss (<5%). Hence, whichever weighting method is used makes little difference to the loss values and the overall conclusions. At a given location the amount of flow distortion (and hence potential and as-yet-unrealized loss) was assessed in terms of a kinetic energy flux coefficient. This indicates the amount of flow kinetic energy relative to that of a uniform profile, i.e.,

$$\alpha = \frac{\int u^2 dA}{U^2 A}$$
It also follows that
\[ \tilde{P} = \tilde{p} + \alpha k \rho U^2 \]  
(3)

A further important design constraint is that the upstream turbomachinery, including the compressor OGV row, should not be affected by any changes to the annular diffuser. This objective is achieved if the static pressure distribution on the diffuser inlet plane, which is actually located at the OGV trailing edge, remains unchanged despite any changes in downstream geometry. Initially, this condition was relaxed for the preliminary design stages, but it was imposed as a requirement for the final designs.

A. Datum Aero Diffuser

For industrial gas turbines it can be attractive from a cost/development viewpoint to modify an existing aero engine. In doing so these so-called aero derivatives maintain the original turbomachinery, including the prediffuser, changing only the downstream flame tube and combustor casings. Consequently, an initial aero datum diffuser was investigated that reflects the current design practice for an aero application where the flow through the combustion system is predominantly in the axial direction. The diffuser considered was been optimized for the equivalent aeroengine configuration. However, such a diffuser may not be optimal for the configuration being considered here, but it provides a good datum of practical relevance. For cost reasons it is attractive to retain the existing aero diffuser for the industrial land-based application. However, the impact of introducing a large downstream blockage on the annular diffuser was assessed along with the potential performance improvement of accommodating a new diffuser that was designed to account for a different downstream geometry.

The datum diffuser had a nondimensional length \( L/h_i \) of approximately 2, an area ratio of 1.5, and incorporated 12° outboard cant, which reflects the current design practice for this type of application. A contour plot of total velocity illustrates the generated flowfield, in which the flow, upon exiting the diffuser, impinges on the flame tube (Fig. 4a). This impingement process and the high-velocity gradients associated with the jet flow will produce turbulent energy and hence total pressure loss. The majority of the flow (≈85%) then moves radially outward and forms a relatively high-velocity wall jet, whereas the remaining flow moves inboard. The strong jet along the front face of the flame tube and subsequent impingement on the outer casing is a high source of loss as can be seen from the non-dimensionalized contours of total pressure (Fig. 4a). This will negatively impact the feed to the fuel injectors and make balancing the NGV cooling flows more challenging. Closer inspection of the velocity contours suggest that the outer wall of the datum diffuser constrains the flow from moving outboard, whereas the inner-wall flow has separated due to the pressure field generated by the downstream flame tube. This will affect the efficiency of the diffuser in reducing the kinetic energy of the flow.

![Diagram](image-url)
Removal of the annular diffuser entirely, although impractical, does reveal where the compressor efflux would flow if only influenced by the downstream combustor geometry (Fig. 4b). It is interesting to note that the curvature of the flow due to the presence of the flame tube can be observed relatively close to the compressor efflux plane. The data suggest that the effect of the flame-tube blockage with the diffuser present is likely to be present along approximately 80% of the diffuser length. On this basis, the downstream blockage presented to the diffuser is defined as large and reflects a strong interaction between the diffuser and downstream geometry. It also suggests that there is some conflict between the flow curvature and diffusion associated with the diffuser and downstream flame tube.

B. Integrated Diffuser

The impact of the pressure field generated by the large downstream blockage means that conventional diffuser design charts are of limited use. Hence, an alternative design strategy must be formulated; as a starting point, the flowfield generated with the diffuser removed was investigated. This defines the flowfield generated by the flame tube, the objective then being to design a diffuser that accommodates this flowfield. For example, streamlines can be identified that divide the main compressor efflux from the outer and inner recirculating regions. Aligning any surfaces with these streamlines would enable the basic flowfield characteristics to be maintained (Fig. 5). However, including some divergence between the casings potentially provides some diffusion but within the constraints of the flowfield generated by the large downstream blockage. To demonstrate the basic strategy, the inner wall of the diffuser was placed on the streamline dividing the main compressor efflux from the inboard recirculation. The outer wall of the diffuser was placed on the outboard dividing streamline and then gradually moved outboard to provide some diffusion. In addition to increasing the amount of diffusion, this maximizes the flow turning that can be achieved for the majority of the flow, which moves radially outward. Notably, the magnitude of the high-velocity jet along the front of the flame tube is reduced. For a fixed nondimensional length of 3.0 the effect of the increasing area ratio achieved using this strategy can be observed (Fig. 6). With increasing area ratio the static pressure rise within the diffuser increases steadily up to the point of stall. As a consequence of this, the flow kinetic energy issuing from the annular diffuser is reduced, resulting in a reduction of the wall jet along the flame tube and hence reducing the loss for the flow passing around the flame tube.

The lack of relevance of conventional diffuser design charts is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 7, which shows both the datum and integrated designs in conjunction with a line of first stall from Howard et al. [22]. Although this design line was generated for diffusers in isolation, with fully developed inlet conditions, it is commonly used in current diffuser design methodologies. The datum diffuser sits just below this line but the integrated design sits well
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above it in the unstable region. The design charts therefore suggest that the integrated design would clearly separate, in contrast to the evidence presented herein. This is due to the strong interaction between the diffuser and downstream geometry.

C. Ninety-Degree Diffuser

An alternative strategy is to turn the diffuser through 90° using a circular arc (Fig. 8a). In this way, the flow does not impinge on the flame tube and the flow within the diffuser is isolated from any effects associated with the downstream flame tube. In other words, the flowfield in the diffuser is isolated from the effects of the downstream blockage. Instead, it is the diffuser itself that dominates the pressure field and the flow development within the diffuser. This also had the advantage of enabling curved diffuser loading charts (e.g., Sagi and Johnston [23]) to be used to help in the diffuser design process giving an area ratio of 1.5 for a nondimensional length of 4.0. However, it should be noted that several disadvantages arise with this concept. For example, the relatively small gap that typically exists between the OGV exit plane and the flame tube means that the rate of curvature must be high. In addition, the limited space envelope means the curvature is anticipated by the flow at the OGV trailing edge. In other words, the diffuser geometry will impact on the performance of the upstream turbomachinery blading. However, a more significant problem is that, although this concept may be suitable for the flow that passes radially outward, it severely compromises that portion of the flow that passes inboard. To illustrate this, some loss data are presented for some of the concepts investigated (Table 1), which is expressed in terms of the datum aero performance values. Note the use of a simplified model means the indicated loss values are only estimates of the likely performance. However, despite various alterations and variations based on this concept, loss values for the inboard flow were always 3 times or more greater than the datum.

D. Ninety-Degree Bifurcated Diffuser

A logical extension of the single-passage curved diffuser, and one that aims to reduce the inboard loss, is to split the diffuser into two passages and separately duct and diffuse the inboard flow (Fig. 8b). Here, the outer passage passed approximately 85% of the flow and represented a 90° curved diffuser of area ratio 1.7 and nondimensional length of 4.7. The remaining 15% of the flow passed through the inner portion, which was a conventional diffuser canted inboard at a modest 1°, an area ratio of 2.0, and nondimensional length of 13. Predictions indicated that the inboard loss was significantly reduced from the single-passage curved diffuser but remained higher than the datum. This, in turn, will affect the pressure field generated by the flame tube and its impact on the upstream diffuser. An extreme example of this is the previously illustrated 90° diffuser concept, where the changes in diffuser geometry eliminated the influence of the downstream flame tube from the diffuser flowfield.

As an example of the iterative process undertaken to optimize diffuser geometry, wall shear stress values are presented for three configurations (Fig. 9). Although the prediction of imminent separation is extremely difficult using RANS-based numerical methods, it was assumed the wall shear stress values broadly indicate the relative proximity of different diffuser designs to flow separation.
Table 1 Estimated (CFD) loss data (simplified model)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diffuser</th>
<th>$L/h_1$</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>$\beta$, °</th>
<th>$C_p$ (diffuser)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (diffuser)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (in)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (out)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datum Aero</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1.7 \times C_p(d)$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times \lambda(d)$</td>
<td>0.6 $\times \lambda$(in)</td>
<td>0.5 $\times \lambda$(out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$0.8 \times C_p(d)$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times \lambda(d)$</td>
<td>3.0 $\times \lambda$(in)</td>
<td>0.5 $\times \lambda$(out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° Curved</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>$1.1 \times C_p(d)$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times \lambda(d)$</td>
<td>1.2 $\times \lambda$(in)</td>
<td>0.5 $\times \lambda$(out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° Bifurcated</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>$1.0 \times C_p(d)$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times \lambda(d)$</td>
<td>1.2 $\times \lambda$(in)</td>
<td>0.5 $\times \lambda$(out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner/outer</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>$1.0 \times C_p(d)$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times \lambda(d)$</td>
<td>1.1 $\times \lambda$(in)</td>
<td>1.1 $\times \lambda$(out)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Total velocity contours: alternate diffuser concepts.

Fig. 9 Diffuser outer-wall shear stress.
Since one design objective was to maximize the outward turning of the flow, it was to be expected that the diffuser outer casing was the region where flow separation would initially occur. For the given nondimensional length, an area ratio of 2.25 generated large areas of virtually zero wall shear stress along the outer casing. Reducing the diffuser area ratio to 2.0, not surprisingly, helped to reduce this potential area of flow separation, although significant regions of low wall shear stress values were still evident. However, for the same area ratio further improvements were achieved by the use of suitable wall contouring. It could be argued that the rate of diffusion should decrease along the diffuser as the boundary layer thickens. However, in this case, the opposite strategy has proved successful. This is because of the increasing influence, with downstream location, of the pressure field associated with the flame-tube blockage. The circumferential variations in the observed values are associated with the compressor-generated inlet conditions (i.e., OGV wake). The compressor-generated inlet conditions were replaced by a circumferentially averaged profile, thus highlighting their beneficial effect. This is evident in Fig. 10, which plots velocity contours at the diffuser exit and wall shear stress for a back-to-back prediction of the datum diffuser. Without the beneficial secondary flows the inner-wall boundary layer is much thicker, the wall shear stress is noticeably reduced and the diffuser is generally closer to separation.

Overall performance of the system was mainly assessed in terms of the total pressure loss between OGV exit and various downstream locations, as summarized in Table 2 for the 3-D model. The increased diffuser area ratio and resultant reduction in kinetic energy achieved by the integrated design suggest a reduction in the downstream losses to between 61 and 65% of those seen with the datum diffuser.

### IV. Experimental Test Facility

To validate the design concept tests were performed on the datum and integrated diffuser concepts within a fully annular atmospheric test facility (Fig. 11). A honeycomb flow straightener was located within the inlet to ensure the flow enters the rig in the axial direction. As already discussed the inlet conditions can have a crucial effect on diffuser performance so the facility used a 1.5-stage axial flow.

### Table 2 Estimated (CFD) performance data (3-D model)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Total pressure loss coefficient $\lambda$</th>
<th>Static pressure recovery coefficient $C_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Datum</td>
<td>Integrated diffuser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediffuser exit B</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner annulus C</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.156 (61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer annulus E1</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.215 (61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer annulus E2</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.542 (65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compressor upstream of the diffuser and simulated flame tube. This is thought to provide a good compromise in terms of capturing the blade wakes, secondary and rotor tip leakage flows, etc., which will have an important influence on the downstream diffuser while avoiding the costs associated with operating a multistage compressor. Design of the axial flow compressor was undertaken in conjunction with Rolls-Royce plc, with the preswirl vanes and rotor providing a suitable engine representative condition to the OGV blade row. The blade loadings and other aerodynamic loading parameters are broadly representative of design practice relating to the back of a high-pressure compressor. The operating speed of the compressor was such as to maintain a Reynolds number based on the OGV chord of approximately $2 \times 10^5$. As described by Cumpsty [24], this is sufficient to avoid any transitional effects. The compressor nondimensional speed ($N_{\pi D}/(\sqrt{yRT_0})$) and flow coefficient ($V_{\text{ad}}/U_{\text{blade}}$) were maintained to within $\pm 0.08\%$ and $\pm 0.18\%$, respectively, of their prescribed values. The simulated flame tube incorporated fuel injectors that were thought to broadly reflect the design practice for a low-emissions-type combustion system. Flow exits the combustion system via the flame tube or the simulated coolant bleeds (NGV inner and outer platforms and turbine disk flows).

In general aerodynamic performance was assessed using suitably calibrated miniature five-hole probes ($\phi = 1.76$ mm) as described by Wray and Carrotte [25] and employed in a nonnullled mode to determine the local flow vector and total and static pressures. As indicated in Fig. 11, area traverses could be conducted at rig inlet X0, rotor inlet X1, rotor exit Z, OGV exit A, prediffuser exit B, and in three locations within the inner annulus (C1–C3). Probes were traversed in the radial direction using a stepper motor powered linear guide with positional accuracy of better than $\pm 0.1$ mm. Circumferential probe movement (over a given repeatable sector) was achieved by rotating the inner and outer casings about the rig. This is caused due to the presence of the OGV blade row, despite changes in the diffuser geometry, which reaches a maximum of $20^\circ$. In contrast, the integrated diffuser tries to accommodate the impact of the downstream blockage on the flowfield as it tries to

**V. Results and Discussion**

A. OGV Exit/Diffuser Inlet

Measurements with both the datum and integrated diffusers were obtained across a circumferential sector corresponding to two OGV blade spaces. As expected the nondimensional total pressure contours (Fig. 12) indicate the presence of well-defined blade wakes, loss cores, and other features that are generated by the upstream compressor OGV row. The contours also indicate that, within experimental error, the flowfields entering each diffuser geometry are virtually the same. This is further indicated by the circumferentially averaged pressure profiles (total and static) and yaw-angle profiles at this location (Fig. 13). As expected, there was a small amount of residual swirl entering the diffusers, and a thicker boundary layer was present along the outer casing, with the profile being slightly hub-biased. What should also be noted, though, is similarity of the static profiles for the different geometries. In other words, the design intent of maintaining the same static pressure distribution at the trailing edge of the OGV blade row, despite changes in the diffuser geometry, was achieved. Thus, within an engine the impact of changes in diffuser geometry on the upstream turbomachinery blading and its performance would be minimized.

B. Prediffuser Exit

In contrast to OGV, exit differences were apparent in the axial velocity contours (Fig. 14) and circumferentially averaged profiles for the different diffusers (Fig. 15). For the datum geometry a radial static pressure profile is evident due to the presence of the downstream flame tube, which tries to turn the flow radially outward. Relative to OGV exit the axial velocity contours indicate mixing out of the compressor wakes and a more tip-biased profile. This is caused by the outboard movement of fluid, within the diffuser, which is due to the influence of the radial pressure gradient associated with the downstream flame-tube blockage. However, this movement is restricted by the outer casing of the datum diffuser and this is further suggested by the pitch-angle profile, which reaches a maximum of $20^\circ$. In contrast, the integrated diffuser tries to accommodate the impact of the downstream blockage on the flowfield as it tries to
diffuse the flow. Hence, a radial pressure gradient is still evident at prediffuser exit, but the geometry allows the flow to turn while also diffusing the flow. In addition, the passage area indicated by the axial velocity contours is a graphic illustration of the increased diffuser area ratio associated with this geometry. The increased pressure rise will cause a thickening of the boundary layer, and this is greatest along the outer casing as it tries to help turn the flow radially outward. Comparison with the datum configuration indicates velocity contours in this outer-casing region are now comparable with those observed close to the inner casing for the datum configuration. Evidence of the greater flow turning now being achieved is reflected in the circumferentially averaged pitch-angle distribution, which now varies from 20°–65° (compared with the maximum value of 20° for the datum). Note that the slight downturn in pitch angle (Fig. 15) near the outer wall is due to a wall interference effect on the response of the probe: the prediffuser exit traverse is just upstream of the prediffuser exit plane.

In terms of diffuser performance the loss coefficient of the integrated design has almost doubled relative to the datum (from 0.044 to 0.086). However, this has been accompanied by a 50% increase in the static pressure recovery (from 0.403 to 0.605). Changes in the kinetic energy flux coefficient at between diffuser inlet and exit are comparable for both configurations. These values are mainly dominated by the circumferential nonuniformities...
associated with the OGV blade wakes and suggest similar mixing out of the wakes within each configuration. Hence, the increased static pressure rise of the integrated design is mainly a function of the larger diffuser area ratio. An estimate of diffuser efficiency can be obtained if it is assumed the measured total pressure loss in each configuration had been converted to a static pressure rise. This suggests comparable diffuser efficiencies of order 90% (datum) and 87% (integrated design). However, the most important point to note from the diffuser performance data is the significant reduction in the flow kinetic energy issuing from the integrated diffuser. Thus, although the loss within the integrated diffuser has increased, the loss-generating mechanisms downstream of the diffuser within the combustion system will be significantly reduced.

C. Overall Performance

The overall performance of the system is mainly assessed in terms of the total pressure loss between OGV exit and the various downstream locations through which the flow leaves the combustion system. For turbine-cooling this includes the flows being supplied to the turbine disk and the NGV inner and outer platforms. In addition, although it is difficult to accurately measure the total pressure of the flow being presented to the fuel injectors, a detailed traverse enables the total pressure at combustor exit to be obtained. These data are summarized in Table 3. Generally speaking, the reduction in kinetic energy achieved by the integrated diffuser has reduced the downstream losses by between 66 and 79%. This is a significant performance benefit for the combustion system, and it has been
achieved by accommodating the interaction of the diffuser with the downstream geometry in the design process, as opposed to using conventional diffuser design charts, which are of limited use. Furthermore, in aero-derivative engines it also demonstrates the performance benefits of changing the diffuser geometry in addition to, more commonly, just the flame tube and combustor casings.

VI. Modified Diffuser Designs

The annular diffuser geometry was derived by consideration of the significant interaction that occurs with the downstream flame tube, and the measured performance data have indicated the success of this integrated design approach. However, in a practical engineering environment, effects such as manufacturing tolerances and thermal distortions mean that there will inevitably be some variation in the relative position of the diffuser and flame tube. This can potentially change the interaction between these components and, if the system is too sensitive, lead to significant variations in system performance. Having validated the numerical predictions with the experimental data, this effect was investigated using the simple 2-D model previously described.

To investigate the system sensitivity, the dump gap (i.e., the distance between the diffuser and flame tube) was reduced by 5%. This is thought to be a reasonable reflection of the change that could be encountered due to component tolerances, thermal effects, etc. Relative to the original integrated geometry (Table 4) it can be seen that the diffuser loss is unaffected, whereas relatively small loss increases are observed for the flow passing to the outboard (4%) and inboard (1%) exit planes at the rear of the combustion system. However, to indicate the importance of the diffuser/flame-tube interaction, additional predictions were done with the dump gap reduced by 10 and 15%. For these configurations the interaction between the diffuser and flame tube is significantly modified. Not only does the diffuser performance start to be adversely affected, but significant loss changes are observed to the outboard and inboard exit planes. This is because the reduced dump gap causes an increase in the turning loss and an increase in the velocity along the front face of the flame tube (Fig. 16). As a consequence, the outer-passage loss

![Fig. 16 Total velocity contours; dump gap reduced by upstream movement of flame tube.](image-url)
increases significantly by 13 and 38%, respectively, as the dump gap is reduced by 10 and 15%, and increased losses are also observed for the inboard flow. Additional calculations were also undertaken with the flame tube move forward by 15 and 30% and with the diffuser also cropped back a corresponding amount to return the dump gap to the original size. In this case, shortening of the diffuser reduces its area ratio, resulting in a lower static pressure recovery. Furthermore, the diffuser efflux now has significantly higher kinetic energy, and the resultant downstream losses increase.

These additional calculations illustrate how the final integrated diffuser design is closely coupled to the pressure field generated by the flame tube and for an optimized design modifications to the latter necessitate modifications to the former. However, the system is tolerant to small geometrical changes as might occur within a practical engineering environment due to thermal effects, component tolerances, etc.

VII. Conclusions

An annular diffuser has been designed and evaluated for use in the combustion system of an aeroderivative low-emission land-based gas turbine. The design methodology considered interaction with both the upstream and downstream components and accounts for the effects of compressor-generated inlet conditions and the presence of a complex combustion system. The latter was characterized by its close proximity, a high degree of blockage, and a flow distribution where immediately downstream of the diffuser approximately 85% of the flow moves radially outboard. Numerical methods of varying complexity were used to develop several diffuser design concepts that demonstrated 1) the interaction between the diffuser and downstream geometry and 2) how this interaction varies with changes in diffuser geometry. Through careful consideration of the flowfield an integrated concept was developed, using an iterative process, to enable the interaction between the diffuser and flame tube to be accommodated. The concept was experimentally evaluated on a low-speed facility that simulated the combustion system while also providing compressor-generated inlet conditions. A conventionally designed diffuser system was also evaluated and, with reference to this datum, it was shown that the combustion system total pressure losses were reduced by between 20 and 35%.
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